You wear shin pads inside your socks to protect your legs against injury. Shin pads are also called "shin guards".

Example: You wear shin pads inside your socks to protect your legs against injury. Shin pads are also called "shin guards".

Studs are small flat-topped objects like nails on the bottom of football boots. The studs give the player a better grip on the field.

Example: Studs are small flat-topped objects like nails on the bottom of football boots. The studs give the player a better grip on the field.

You wear shorts over the top part of your legs. Football shorts often have stripes on the side.

Example: You wear shorts over the top part of your legs. Football shorts often have stripes on the side.

A cap is a hat which has a rim at the front. Goalkeepers sometimes wear caps to protect their eyes from the sun or rain.

Example: A cap is a hat which has a rim at the front. Goalkeepers sometimes wear caps to protect their eyes from the sun or rain.

Boots are a type of shoe used for playing several sports. Football boots have to be strong but not too heavy.

Example: Boots are a type of shoe used for playing several sports. Football boots have to be strong but not too heavy.

Example: An armband is a piece of material worn around the arm. Team captains wear armbands so that the referee can identify them easily.

You wear gloves on your hands. Goalkeepers often wear gloves to protect their hands against hard shots and help them catch the ball.

Example: You wear gloves on your hands. Goalkeepers often wear gloves to protect their hands against hard shots and help them catch the ball.

You wear socks to cover your feet and the bottom part of your legs. Football socks usually reach up to the knee.

Example: You wear socks to cover your feet and the bottom part of your legs. Football socks usually reach up to the knee.

A tracksuit is a suit of warm material which fits loosely on your body. Footballers wear tracksuits for training and warming up.

Example: A tracksuit is a suit of warm material which fits loosely on your body. Footballers wear tracksuits for training and warming up.

You wear a shirt over the top part of your body. Football shirts often have a symbol of the club over the heart.

Example: You wear a shirt over the top part of your body. Football shirts often have a symbol of the club over the heart.
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